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ABSTRACT

Medication non-adherence is one of the biggest challenges facing effective treatment of disease
around the world. In developing and developed countries, approximately 50-70% of patients fail
to correctly follow the drug regimen prescribed by their health care providers. Gastric resident
systems have the potential to improve medication non-adherence as they enable more infrequent
dosing, a key recognized determinant of improved adherence. A number of diseases could
benefit from a change in treatment protocol in particular those requiring prolonged treatment
courses with high pill burdens and where non-adherence could manifest in significant morbidity
and mortality to the individual and the public as is the case for communicable disease.
Tuberculosis is a disease that requires up to approximately 100 grams of medication to be taken
each month for effective treatment. Previous gastric resident devices are limited in their drug
loading capacity with most holding less than 500mg at a time. Recently, a multigram gastric
resident drug delivery system applied towards the treatment of tuberculosis was reported. This
system had to overcome several challenges and several remain. In this thesis, specific
contributions made over the last two years to address the device's limitations as well as future
improvements will be documented and their significance explained. Namely, working to achieve
pulsatile release as well as sustained release through the use of water dissolvable polymer films,
increasing the drug load capacity of the device (going from uncompressed powder to pills), and
the creation of a high-throughput hole punch device that increased the efficiency of the
manufacturing process. These improvements helped to facilitate the creation of gastric-resident
device that will be used to affect the lives of patients around the world.

Thesis Supervisor: Giovanni Traverso
Title: Visiting Professor in Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Medication nonadherence is one of the biggest issues facing treatment of disease around

the world. Up to 50% of patients do not correctly follow the drug regimen prescribed by their

doctors [1]. Access to resources, support, and knowledge about the importance of their treatment

is not always available to all patients and are a few of the factors that can lead to medication

nonadherence. This results in frequent trips back to the hospital as well as possible infection of

the people around them. There are high economic consequences for the hospital because they

have to prescribe more medication and human capital. In the US, annual costings of medication

nonadherence range from $100 billion to $290 billion [2]. Additionally, there are added costs to

the patient and their family as they continue to suffer through their disease and finance

transportation from their home or work and their insurance co-pays or out-of-pocket medical

expenses.

In both the developing and developed countries, there are trends of patients not adhering

to prescribed schedules of taking medication that result in resistant bacteria. Studies have shown

that the fewer amount of pills and less frequent times per day have large impacts on whether a

patient will adhere to their drug regimen. Patients who need to take one pill once a month are

more successful than patients that have to take as many as 15-20 pills daily [3].

One way to improve adherence is to decrease the amount of times that a patient has to

remember to take their medication [3]. From this desire, the idea of having a depot of drug

slowly releasing into the body was developed instead of a pill each day. With there being few

places in the human body that can expand to hold gram level amounts of material at a time, the

stomach was chosen. Humans eat several times a day and the stomachs ability to expand and

contract is well documented. The ideal amount of drug for a month of TB is about 100 grams and

the size of a burger is anywhere from 150 to 200 grams, so holding a device of 100 gram size

would be viable. Additionally, bariatric balloons are a new weight-loss technique where an

intragastric balloon filled with saline solution is inserted through the esophagus and limits how

much one can eat by taking up space [4].

Tuberculosis (TB) is a disease that is caused by micro-bacteria and is known to be

infecting around 1/3 of the world's population. The large part of the infected population being

people in developing countries. There are two types of TB: normal TB that shows symptoms like
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chronic cough with blood, night sweats, fever, and weight loss; and latent TB that shows no

symptoms at all and isn't infectious. In Asia and Africa, 80% of people test positive for latent TB

but in America only 5-10% test positive [5].

Although TB kills 50% of victims with latent TB, it is treatable with multiple antibiotics

over a long period of time. TB requires large amounts of drugs each day in order to fight the

infection, as much as 100 grams per month. A normal TB drug regimen may require a patient to

take four different pills 7 days a week for 8 weeks. Such a high pill load requires the patient to

develop a routine, but as humans, all know habits are hard to form and some patients do not

realize the severity of the consequences of their nonadherence. The biggest problem patients with

TB have is remembering to take their drugs on time and consistently. Multiple infractions of this

can cause the bacteria to become resistant to the antibiotics before the treatment is done. It is

important to us that we find a solution that can be implemented in low-resource areas as well. All

of these factors influenced the focus of our large dose gastric-resident drug delivery device to be

on treatment of TB.

Other gastric-resident devices have been created in the Langer Lab but none fit the design

requirements for a number of reasons. One of the most recent, a capsule-like device that the

patient can swallow that opens up into a star once it enters the stomach [6]. The device then

releases drugs from each arm of the device over several weeks and once all drug is depleted, the

device begins to degrade and end its life cycle by going through the rest of the gastrointestinal

tract. One desired design element of the star device is its ability to receive signals so that the

appropriate pulsatile release profile could be triggered. The major limitation of this device is the

small amount of drug it can hold, on the order of milligrams when our device needs gram-level

dosing. The second device designed for gastric-resident delivery is capsules made from a newly

synthesized hydrogel paper [7]. This hydrogel can remain in the gastrointestinal tract for up to

nine days while slowly releasing its dosage of medication. One large benefit of this system is the

lack of a retrieval process for the device. Once ingested the degradation happens naturally and no

further hospital care or physician intervention is needed. Unfortunately, the hydrogels only last

for a little longer than a week and our design necessitates sustained release for at least a month.

Additionally, because the system is ingestible it cannot hold gram level amount of drugs.

Reviewing what had been done before and figuring out how to modify and expand upon it to
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treat TB and other similar diseases had the team going back to the drawing board excited to try to

solve the large-dose problem.

The solution was to create a device that contains a large-dose of the drugs (i.e. 99 grams)

needed to treat TB that could release them slowly over time. This method would virtually

eradicate the problem of patients needing to remember to take medicine but it is very high risk

because the release rate of the drug must be properly controlled as to not harm the patient. The

intention is to use a biocompatible gastro-retentive device that remains in the stomach by going

through the esophagus and does not prevent the passage of food/drink or block the pylorus

opening into the small intestine without passing through it.

There are many steps to the deployment and retrieval to this device. First, the person

deploying the device straightens it. The device can be straightened with no fear of losing the coil

because nitinol is an alloy of nickel and titanium that has shape memory properties. They, then,

load the straighten device into the nasogastric tube. The nasogastric tube goes through the

esophagus to the stomach by way of nasal passages and deposits the device into the stomach.

The device then returns to its normally shape which allows it to stay in the stomach and not go

through the pylorus into the intestinal tract. The gastric fluid begins to breakdown the pills and

drug starts to be released. Once all the drug is released (around 28 days later), a nasogastric tube

with a hall sensor and magnet attached goes into the stomach to retrieve the device. The hall

sensor on the nasogastric tube interacts with a sensor on the device, which allows for proper

alignment of the nasogastric tube and the device. Figure 1 shows the steps for deployment,

release, and retrieval as well as what those steps look like in the pig. Figure 2 shows the final

device before and after being deployed into a pig and the drug release profiles in vivo for single

dose vs the gastric-resident system. In the next three chapters, this thesis will cover working to

achieve pulsatile release as well as sustained release through the use of water dissolvable

polymer films, increasing the drug load capacity of the device (going from uncompressed

powder to pills), and the creation of a high-throughput hole punch device that increased the

efficiency of the manufacturing process.
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Figure 1: Steps for and Visualization of the process for deployment, release, and retrieval of the gastric-
resident system. A) steps for deployment, release, and retrieval B) picture offinished device C) pictures of
the device staying coiled in the pig from day 0 to 28 days D) explanation of how the nasogastric tube
senses the device and the use of a magnet for retrieval. This came from [8] and is reproduced with
permission from the author(s).
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Chapter 2: Water Dissolvable Films

Pulsatile drug-delivery systems can be classified into site-specific systems in which the

drug is released at the desired site within the intestinal tract (e.g., the colon), or time-controlled

devices in which the drug is released after a well-defined time period. Site-controlled release is

usually controlled by environmental factors, like the pH or enzymes present in the intestinal

tract, whereas the drug release from time-controlled systems is controlled primarily by the

delivery system and, ideally, not by the environment [9]. Many of the cells in our body work by

utilizing the pulsatile release of different molecules that regulate daily functions so it is ideal to

create a device that falls in tune with the human body's natural rhythms. Pulsatile release was a

large focus for the device, as it was necessary to determine how to trigger only one days worth of

drug at a time in order to keep the patient safe and the drug regimen effective. Using COMSOL,

a multiphysics simulation modeling software to visualize the diffusion patterns of drug as it

would be released in the stomach, the team began to understand how the amount of drug, the size

of the pore that gastric fluid would enter, and the types of water-dissolvable films would affect

the concentration of drug in the patient's body over time. The goal of this work was to ensure

that the drug levels in a patient would be no different in a patient using the device when

compared to a patient taking pills every single day. In Figure 3 below, an illustration of the

process for creating the pills used in the final device (discussed in Chapter 3) as well as the

release profiles for a number of different antibiotics used for TB treatment is shown.
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covered in a water dissolvable polymer film (i.e. Polyvinyl Acetate (PVA), Eudragit E PO

(EPO), sugar and gelatin, etc...) that would degrade at a certain rate in gastric fluid to allow the

drug to be released over time. Additionally, gold would be plated on the outside of the tubing

and films to create a gate that would allow for pulsatile release profiles. Inspired by the

wirelessly controlled drug delivery microchip created in the Langer Lab [10]. There were several

problems and challenges to be overcome with this design.

The goals for the polymer films were that they could cover all of the holes consistently,

the films did not sink into the hole, and that copper and/or gold are able to deposit on the surface

of the film without breaking through the hole. The first tasks were to determine what types of

PVA and what concentration to use. Different types by molecular weight were tested: 4-88, 4-98,

fully hydrolyzed, 56-98, and 4-77. In the Table 1, the procedure used for creating 10% fully

hydrolyzed PVA solutions is documented. In Table 2, the steps for preparing the plastic tube for

dip coating is documented. Using the microscope, images were taken to determine whether a

film was made (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Picture of .38mm hole in Tygon tubing covered with 1 0%fully hydrolyzed PVA. After dip
coating a tube with .38mm holes in 10%fully hydrolyzed, pictures were taken with a microscope.

It was discovered that the best PVA solution was the fully hydrolyzed 10% and making

the solution on a hot plate yielded a better solution than using the autoclave especially for PVAs

with higher viscosities. Dip coating the plastic tub with a ball attached to plug the tube allowed
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for a better film to form on the tube and not plug the holes. The biggest hole size for which a film

still formed consistently was .38mm. Dip coating while the PVA solution was hot tended to yield

better results but more bubbles would form. Dying the solution was an idea in order to visualize

the films but they all seemed to have little effect on the film color. At one point, melting PVA

directly onto the tube to create a film was attempted but PVA would not melt, only bum.

Table 1: Procedure for making 10%fully hydrolyzed PVA solution

1) Measure out 90 grams of water (optional: add dye)

2) Measure out 10 grams of fully hydrolyzed PVA

3) Heat water up to just before boiling (-90C)

4) Add 1-1.5 grams of PVA

5) Wait until PVA is dissolved and add more until all 10 grams of PVA gone

6) Continue heating until you have a fully dissolved, clear solution (if no dye)

Table 2: Procedure for Dip coating Tygon Tubing

1) Cut tubes into about 3 in pieces

2) Clean with isopropyl alcohol

3) Plasma treat the tubes at a pressure of 475 for 1:30 min

4) Drill the desired size hole into the tubes

5) Use Nitrogen gas to clear out any debris from the holes

6) Put a 5mm metal bead on the end of tube with the holes

7) Using tweezers, dip the tube into the PVA solution and count to 5

8) Allow the tube to air-dry

Testing was also done with EPO, and sugar plus gelatin films. EPO is a substance that

when dissolved with acetone creates a solution that is capable of making films and is approved

by the FDA to be used inside of the body. Extensive testing was not done but a 20% solution

worked well with .2mm and .5mm holes. The same process for dip coating the tubes in PVA

solution was used for EPO solutions. No heat was required for the powdered form of EPO. A

more natural solution of just melted sugar was tried; the hope was that since sugar is easy to melt
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and water is dissolvable they would make an easy to work with caramel consistency solution.

Sugar by itself did not create a caramel consistency. It became a gel that hardened as soon as

heat was no longer being applied so it was hard to apply. As a result, gelatin was added to the

sugar in an experiment in order to decrease the brittleness. When melting both the sugar and

gelatin together, the sugar would melt first and the sugar would bum before the gelatin could

melt. When melting the gelatin first before adding the sugar, the gelatin would just bum. No

matter the method of heating using sugar and/or gelatin as the base for a water dissolvable film

did not seem to work.

Instead of dip coating tubes in the solutions, PVA solution was poured into petri dishes

and left to dry in order to make thin films that could be wrapped around the tube. Using

methylene blue, the solutions were dyed so that removal of the film from the petri dishes would

be easier and be visible on top of the clear tubes. The original films made were quite flexible and

strong except for around the edges of the petri dish where the solution tended to collect and dry

thicker. In order to vary the thickness, different volumes of solution were used to visualize the

effects on how thick the film would be and the change in properties as well (i.e. flexibility, clear,

strength...). Volumes of 20mL, 40mL, 60mL, and 80mL were poured into a 4in petri dish. It was

observed that the thick films would not dry as flat as thinner films would and they would become

so rigid that they could not be used to cover the holes. The color of the dye was retained much

better with thick films. Medical adhesives with different viscosities were used for adhering the

PVA films onto the tube. The adhesives would take a long time to cure and it was difficult to

ensure the glue did not cover the hole while wrapping the film tightly around the tube. In order to

test if the hole was properly sealed, drug was loaded into the tube. Cyclohexanone was used as

another method of bonding the PVA film to the (Tygon) tube. Cyclohexanone essentially allows

for the Tygon and film to fuse together by melting the Tygon for a brief period of time.

The first problem the team encountered was with the release profile of the drug. The

polymer (PVA) films that were under development were degrading too quickly and creating a

burst of drug that would be harmful to the patient. The goal was that different formulations could

be created and the thickness of the coatings varied in order to have a pulsatile release of the

correct amount of drug each day. However, each new formulation of the PVA solution would
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result in varying viscosities that would not adhere to the tubing and/or the subsequent gold

plating.

The next issue tackled was optimizing the size of the holes that were punched out of the

plastic tubing. If the holes were made too big, it was difficult to form an even PVA film on top of

them. If the holes were too small, there would not be enough room for the gastric fluid to

adequately diffuse into the tube and allow the drug to be released.

Lastly, the use of the powder form of TB drugs was a point of frustration. It was difficult

to accurately measure how much drug was put into the device because it depended on how the

powder was packed which would vary from person to person. Additionally, it was an extremely

painstaking process to insert the powder into the tube by hand for each device and ensure that

drug would not escape out of the holes that were previously punched into the tube. The team also

found that it was harder to prevent large burst of drug from being released from the device when

it was in its powder form.

Chapter 3: From Powder to Pills

The goal of the device is to deliver a large amount of drug over the course of one month.

The main limitation is the size of the device and we can make the device smaller by packing the

same amount of drug into a smaller amount of space. One way to do this is to increase the

density of rifampicin in the device by making compact pills. This could increase the speed and

ease of which a person can load a device with drug.

After months of working with the powder versions of the TB drugs (rifampicin, isoniazid,

ethambutol, doxycycline, among others), the team decided to create pills specific to the tube size

in the lab. In order to facilitate this, they had to find a pill press that met the needs of being

capable of creating 4mm diameter pills in a high throughput manner. Having pills made it much

easier to determine the exact amount of drug in any given device no matter the length.

Additionally, it made it much easier and faster to load drug into the device (Figure 5) so a variety

different permutations of the device could be manufactured quickly for release studies in vitro

and in vivo.
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Figure 5: Picture ofpills in Iin piece of Tygon tubing. Once pills were made in the pill press, holes were
drilled in the center, and then they were put into a tygon tube and sealed with a glass ball at the end.

Deciding to switch to pills was only half the battle, as they needed to now come up with

formulations of pills for the different TB drugs. Each drug has different physical properties that

affected the ease of manufacturing the pills and as a result, different amounts of binders and

lubricants had to be added for a smooth process. In order to make the pills, the powder had to be

ground together with lubricants such as Magnesium Stearate and binders such as PEG in a pestle

and morter. The mixture was ground until homogenous and the powder fine enough to go easily

through the pill press. The machine was then cranked by hand to create each individual pill,
examined for any defects and weighed to make sure that they were consistent. Each rifampicin

pill is made up of 2% magnesium stearate and 98% rifampicin. Using known mass, volume

measurements, and the ratio of ingredients, one could determine exactly how any grams of drug

was in each device.

With a 4mm die, one could make rifampicin pills with a mean diameter of 4.023mm and

standard deviation (stdev) of 0.005mm and a mean height of 3.346mm and stdev of 0.151mm as

shown in Figure 6. With a 4mm die, one could make PEG 200K pills with a mean diameter of

4.026mm and a stdev of 0.005mm and a mean height of 3.52mm and stdev of 0.020mm as

shown in Figure 7.
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The pill is mostly rifampicin so there is minimum drug loss in the transition from

uncompressed to pill drug loading. In order to ensure that pills were actually increasing the

amount of drug that could be loaded into the device, they compared the densities of the pills

generated by the pill press, a store bought rifampicin pill, and uncompressed powder. The

density of rifampicin went up from 0.476 (uncompressed) to 0.971 (pill), a 50% increase. The

density of PEG 200K went up from 0.609 (uncompressed) to 1.05 (pill), a 42% increase. The

store bought pill had the worst density of 0.399. The densities of all pills, uncompressed powder,

and store bought pill are compared in Figure 8.
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Figure 6: With a 4mm die, rifampicin pills can be made with a mean diameter of 4.023mm and stdev of

0.005mm and a mean height of 3.346mm and stdev of 0.151mm
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Some of the issues with the pills were that they were brittle and would sometimes break

apart within the plastic tube. After each pill was made, a hole in the middle (Figure 9) had to be

created that would allow us to string a series of pills along the nitinol wire (Figure 10). Due to

the brittle nature of the pills, several would break during the hole drilling process. This would

lead to many pills needing to be discarded and a mixture of pill and powder within the tube that

would alter the release profile of the drug.

Figure 9: Fixture for drilling holes and a pill with a hole drilled in the middle

Figure 10: Pills threaded through nitinol wire and then pulled into the Tygon tubing
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Our next step was to determine how much drug was being lost from drilling into the pills.

Approximately 3 mg of drug was lost when drilling with a .793mm drill bit, which is about 2.2%

of the original mass of the pill (Figure 11).
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Figure H]: The mass of the pill after drilling a hole.

Now with each device loaded with pills, focus was shifted, once again, back to

controlling the release profile of the drug. The team was still having difficulty optimizing the

size of the hole in the plastic tubing and covering it with a PVA film. The gastric fluid would

enter through the holes and continue to create a burst of drug. The burst would come slightly

later with the pills than with the powder because it would take longer for the gastric fluid to

dissolve the pills. The pills are denser so the release rate is slower which affects the size and

number of holes needed in the tubing. Figure 12 shows the release profile of three rifampicin

pills over the course of an hour.
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Figure 12: The release rate of the rifampicin pills

In order to control the release of drug from the pills, the team began to brainstorm

different ways of manufacturing the pills that would trap the drug in a matrix-like structure. One

of the solutions was to mix the drug of choice with a silicone matrix. The silicone pills had a

sponge-like texture that made hole punching easy and left no drug residue on the tube or the

hands of the people handling it. Different types of silicones were tried due to differences in

viscosity and cure time until one was found that would allow for even mixing of the most

amount of drug with the fastest cure time.

The silicone pills replaced the previous pills that were made using the pill machine that

would jam frequently and required constant maintenance. However, each pill had to be punched

out by hand once the mixture cured (in a standard petri dish) which was a time consuming

process. Each petri dish could make anywhere from 100-200 pills of about 4mm in diameter.

For the silicone pills to be successful a speed mixer had to be purchased, tests run to

ensure that the resulting heat from mixing was not damaging the structure of the drug, and the

best apparatus for curing that would give the desired thickness and structural properties found. In
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Figure 3 above, an illustration of the process for creating the pills as well as the release profiles

for a number of different antibiotics used for TB treatment is shown. The graphs clearly show

how the amount of drug released can be tuned by changing the amount of PEG added to the

silicone-drug matrix. It is much easier to add any additional excipients into the silicone pills than

the traditional pills made in the pill press. This is because minor changes in the pill composition

have dramatic impact on the pill machine's ability to make densely packed pills whereas the

effect on the speed mixer's ability to mix the silicone mixture is much smaller.

After many failed attempts to use a film on top of the tube to produce the desired effects,

the team decided to get rid of the tube along the length of the device, as the nitinol wire was

sufficient for creating the necessary coiled shape. Only the ends of the device will still having

tubing because that is where the device would be sealed with glue and a metal ball. Sealing with

the glue and a metal ball give the added assurance that the end of the nitinol wire will not come

out of the device and harm the patient.

Without a tube, the team needed to come up with a new way to control the rate at which

the gastric fluid would reach the pill. Going back to previous work with films, an idea of spray

coating the silicone pills with different water dissolvable solutions was proposed. To facilitate

this idea a pan coater was purchased, for the assurance that the pills would be coated evenly.

Spray coating the pills allowed for as many layers of films as wanted to be added over the

silicone pills. The layers of films can be of different polymer types, each with different

dissolving times. The different types of films and the multiple layers of films allow for the

creation of pills for which it is confidently known when the gastric fluid will reach the pill.

Coupled with a good understanding of how each type of pill will dissolve we can tune each

device to have sustained release over the course of the month without potential burst that could

kill the patient. Additionally, each device could be made up of pills each with a different type of

drug so that one could dose multiple drugs over the same period of time.

Chapter 4: Hole Punch Device and Manufacturing

Creating the silicone pills, adding films, punching holes into the pills, stringing pills on

the nitinol wire, securing the ends with tubing, glue, and metal balls, all lead to a device that took

a long time to manufacture (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Picture offully assembled devices with different pill formulations that could include different
drug and PEG types. Picture shows medically approved glue, steel ball, PCL, nitinol wire, and tubing.

One of the biggest issues was creating a hole in the pills that was centered consistently.

This affects the administration and retrieval of the device through the nasogastric tube, as a

physician and/or health professional would want the device as aligned as possible. Additionally,

a high-throughput, efficient way of doing so was needed as it would speed up the manufacturing.

The goal was to design, iterate, and build a high-throughput hole punch device. There were

several design requirements for the hole puncher. The loading capacity of each hole-punch

device should be 50 pills. The speed of use should be less than 5 minutes. Considerations for

manufacturing were that the speed to manufacture device should be less than 24 hours, speed to

assemble device should be less than 20 minutes, the accuracy and precision of the needles,

minimizing friction, and needle safety.

The first prototype consisted of an array of needles piercing pills in a custom-built pill

holder that was made out of 1/4in acrylic with first an Othermill and then a Laser Cutter (Figure

14).
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Figure 14: Prototype 1 with an array of needles for piercing pills in a custom-built pill holder that has a
pull out plate so the pills can be removed once punched and a spring. for keeping the needles above the
pills until the user wishes to push down. A) Schematic B) Prototype

Prototype 1 had several limitations such as it was difficult to align the needles and they

had a tendency to come out of place very easily which was a safety concern and would require

the user to restart the process of alignment. Additionally, there was a high amount of friction

between the pull out plate and the rest of the device.

Prototype 2 used a 3D printer to manufacture the hole punch device (Figure 15). The 3D

printer longer than the laser cutter but did not result in any tapered walls, and it took less time

than the Othermill, which could take multiple days to make all the parts.

A) B)

Figure 15: Prototype 2 used a 3D printer to manufacture the hole punch device. A) Schematic B)
Prototype
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Figure 16: Hole punch apparatus undergoes iterations with manufacturing

The final iteration of the hole punch device met all of the design requirements and

manufacturing considerations outlined above. Each plate can punch 50 pills accurately in the

center. The current pill punch procedure is to load pills (2-3 minutes), punch (5-10 seconds), and

remove the pills (20-30 seconds) (Figure 16). Normally, it would take about 10-15 minutes to

punch the holes by hand using a biopsy punch so our device makes the process 2.5x faster.

Once the problem was solved, the team was able to make large devices quite quickly for

use for in vivo experiments in pigs. Figure 2 above shows devices with up to 300 pills before and

after they were administered to pigs and graphs showing the serum levels of drug in the pig over

the course of 28 days.

Chapter 5: Conclusion

The work on creating a gastric-resident drug delivery system for prolonged gram-level

dosing of TB treatment has shown tremendous promise in being able to deliver the correct

amount of drug for up to 28 days at a time. This huge breakthrough has high clinical relevance,

as medication adherence is a major problem in developed nations as well as developing ones.

Studies have shown that decreasing the amount of times a patient has to remember to take their

medication increases the efficacy of the drug regimen and with this device that need is lowered

to once a month. Hopefully, in the future, the device can be triggered to breakdown and pass

through the GI system once the entire drug is released. Next steps are to continue to characterize

the release profiles of the drug to tune to a higher degree of accuracy the amount of drug released
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at any point, to continue testing to make sure there are no adverse effects that take time to

appear, and hopefully begin to test on human patients.

A large dose gastric-resident drug delivery device could be used for a number of other

applications outside of TB treatment. Infectious diseases such as Hepatitis B or C, and chronic

illnesses such as Schizophrenia and Diabetes could also benefit from their respective drug

treatments being administered in this new approach. Additionally, this device for treatment of

lactose intolerance and repairing the microbiome could also facilitate the delivery of large

macromolecules, like lactase enzyme or probiotics.
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